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ABSTRACT

Resonant shallow donor magnetopolaron effect in a GaAs/AIGaAs quantum dot in
high magnetic fields is investigated by the va.i iational treatment. It is shown that both
the cyclotron resonant frequency w*+ due to the ls-p+ hydrogenic transition and the
cyclotron resonant frequency aj*_ due to the ls-p~ hydrogenic transition increase with
the decrease of the dot size. The cyclotron resonant frequency u£+ is always larger than
the bulk LO phonon frequency wio, while the cyclotron resonant frequency w*_ is lower
than UJLQ for larger quantum dots (/0 > 2.0ro, r0 is the polaron radius). The results also
show that the Coulomb interaction effect on the resonant frequencies is significant.
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1 Introduction
With recent advances in nanofabrication technology it has become possible to confine elec-
trons in alt three spatial dimensions in semiconductors called quantum dots I1"4'. These
quantum dots are often referred to as artificial atoms with the atomic potential replaced
by the artificially constructed dot potential. The novel physical effects and potential de-
vice application of such systems have generated a great deal of interest. Recently, Dellow
et al.'*' demonstrated experimentally the resonant tunneling through the bound states of
a single donor atom in a quantum dot in the presence of a magnetic field. Halonen et
al.'s' investigated the properties of an exciton in a parabolic quantum dot in an external
magnetic field using the effective mass approximation, the results for the energy and the
low-lying excited states were presented. Merkt et al.'6' have calculated energy spectra of
two electrons in a harmonic quantum dot as a function of the dot size and the strength
of the magnetic field in the effective mass approximation. More recently, Zhu and Gu'7'
studied the magnetic field effects on shallow donor impurity states in a harmonic qu. ntum
dot within the strong confinement regime.

The interaction of the electrons with IO-phonons in such quantum dots has been in-
vestigated by several authors I*-'6!. Roussignol et al.'8' have shown experimentally and
explained theoretically that phonon broadening is quite important in very small semi-
conductor quantum dots. M.H.Degani and G.A.Farias 'H ' found that effects of the in-
terface phonons are important and cannot be neglected in quantum dots. S.Nomura and
T.Kobayashi!'9' investigated the exciton LO-phonon interaction in spherical semiconduc-
tor quantum dots. Some theoretical work on cyclotron resonance in quantum dots has
been done by several authors'17"19'. Very recently, using the second-order Rayleigh-
Schrodinger perturbation theory, Zhu and Gu'20' studied the effect of an external magnetic
field on zero-dimensional polarons in the weak-coupling limit, and found that for a strong
magnetic field, the cyclotron mass in a parabolic quantum dot is split into two cyclotron
masses. In the present paper, we shall use the variational treatment to investigate the
resonant impurity magnetopolaron effect in quantum dots. For the sake of simplity, the
phonons are described by the corresponding bulk modes'11'13'.

2 Theory

The electrons are much more strongly confined in one direction(taken as the z direction)
than in other two directions. Therefore, we shall confine ourselves to consider onl} the
motion of the electrons in the x-y plane. Kumar et at.'21' have shown that the evolution
of energy levels in a quantum dot with increasing magnetic field is similar to that for a
harmonic potential. Recently, it was pointed out by Peeters'22' that this is a consequence
of the generalized Kohn theorem which is valid for a harmonic confinement potential.
These results make the harmonic confining potential model very appealing. We assume
that the confining potential in a single quantum dot is haemonic: V{p) = |m*w^ J , where
m' is the bare band mass and p is the coordinate vector of a two dimensional quantity.
For the sake of analytic convenience, we consider that a shallow donor is located at the
center of the harmonic quantum dot. In the presence of a magnetic field in the z direction,



the Hamiltonian of system is given by

™

where b+ creates a bulk LO phonon of wave vector q, q = (q||,4i) and r =
coordinate of the electron, and

is the

(2)

(3)

where („ is the optical dielectric constant and t0 is the static dielectric constant.
In the symmetric gauge A = ( —lBy,|Bx), the Hamiltonian (2) is expressed by

H = _ +), (4)

where u2 = UIQ + (u>c/2)2, wc = t.Bjm'c is the cyclotron frequency, L, is the z component
of angular momentum operator.

The (rial wave function for Hamiltonian (5) is chosen as

- > = \4>(.P) > \t(z) (5)

where / q will be treated as a variational function, |0q > is the unperturbed zero phonon
state which satisfies bq\0q >= 0, and 4>(p) is the electron wave function, since in high
magnetic field limit, the states can be described by Landau levels (harmonic osillator like
states), we select the following function as the trial wave function'23""',

where Am is a variational parameter, m = 0, ±1,±2,.... and | < t,(z)\i{z) > \2 — &{z)
since the electrons are considered to be confined in an infinitesimally narrow layer. This
is an idealization and, in reality, electron vave function will have some natural width'26'.
We shall treat this effect in a forthcoming paper. In this paper, we present only results for
quantum numbers m=0,±l. For convenience we label these states by their bulk hydrogenic
limits. U(ni=0) and 2p±.

The energy of system for the ls(m=G) donor state (let Ao = A) is given by

h1

1
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Wiiere 7 = ti>,-/uj;,o and u = /o/rOi where IQ = (fi/n'i*u\>)1''' is the effective confinement
length of quantum dot and r0 = (/t/2m'u>/,o)1/2 is the polaron radius. The energy levels
are minimized •iiimerirally with respect to the variational parameter A.

The energy of system for the 2p+ (m=+l) donor state (let A+1 = £*,) is given by

E+,(M = • <•>

The energy levels are minimized numerically with respect to the variational parameter
/V

The energy of system for the 2p (m=-l) donor state (let A_, = /Jj) is given by

313
The energy levels are minimized numerically with respect to the variational parameter
ft-

The resonant cyclotron frequency of the 1S-2P* (m = ±1) shallow donor magneto-
ploaron in a quantum dot can be determined by the equations,

£+i -Eo- H*+ = 0 (10)

and
ft1.. - Eo - V _ = 0, (11)

where w*± are the cyclotron resonance frequencies.

3 Numerical Results and Discussions

The numerical results of the cyclotron resonant frequenciesu;*+ and w~_ in a GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum dol are presented in Kig.l, Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. Fig.l(d) and (b) dis-
play the cyclotron resonant frequency UJ'+ due to the ls-p+ hydrogenic transition and the
cyclotron resonant frequency UJ'_ due to the Is-p* hydrogenic transition as a function of
the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for 7 = 1.5. The dash line is the
result for u£+ without Coulomb interaction and the dot line is the result for u'+ without
the polaron correction and Coulomb interaction. From the figures we can see that both
ui'^ and uj'_ increase with the decrease of the dot size, and wj+ is always larger than the
bulk LO-phonon frequency (OJLO), while ui'_ is lower than OJIO for larger quantum dots
(/o > 2.0ro). It is clear that Coulomb interaction effect on the resonant frequencies is sig-
nificant and electron-LO-phonon interaction effect on the frequencies is relatively small.
Fig.2 (a) and (b) show the cyclotron resonant frequency u)*+ due to the ls-p+ hydrogenic
transition and the cyclotron resonant frequency u'_ due to the ls-p~ hydrogenic transi-
tion as a function )f the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for three 7. The
solid line is the result for 7 = 1.5, the dash line is the result for 7 = 2.5 and the dot line
is the result for 7 = 2.0. w*+ increase with enhancement of magnetic field strength. From
Fig.2 (b), we can see that w"_ decreases with increasing magnetic field for small quantum
dots (/, < 1.6r0), but increases as magnetic field become stronger for larger quantum dots
(/o > 2.0r0). This is an interest result. Fig.3 (a) depicts the cyclotron resonant frequency
u)'+ due to the ts-p+ hydrogenic transition as a function of magnetic field strength (7)
for two effective confinement lengths. The solid line is the result for /0A0 = 2.0 and the
dash line is the result for lajr0 = 1.5. The resonant frequency increases linearly with
enhancement of the magnetic field strength, which is the same with the result obtained
by Ref.[20|. Fig.3 (b) illustrates the cyclotron resonant frequency w'_ due to the ls-p*
hydrogenic transition as a function or magnetic field strength (7) for two effective con-
finement lengths. The solid line is the result for l^/r^ = 1.5 and the dash line is the result
for la/r0 = 1.2. It is clear that the resonant frequency decreases with increasing magnetic
field strength. This result is correct only for IB < 1.6r0, since as lo > 2.0ro the result is
opposite (see Fig.2 (b)).



4 Conclusions

hi conclusion, we have investigated the resonant shallow donor magnetopolaron effect
in a CHAs/AlG.'As quantum dot in strong magnetic fields by the variations! treatment.
We find that in external magnetic fields, both the cyclotron resonant frequency a>"+ due
to the ls-p+ hydrogenic transition and the cyclotron resonant frequency w~_ due to the
ls-p" hydrogenic transition increase with the decrease of the dot size. The cyclotron
resonant frequency w'c+ is always larger than the bulk LO-phonon frequency uj£,o, while
the cyclotron resonant frequency u;^ is lower than WLO for larger quantum dots{l0 >
2.0ro). The results also show that Coulomb interaction effect on the resonant frequencies is
significant. Finally, we hope that this paper will stimulate more experimental work which
will be helpful in a better understanding of the role of electron-LO-phonon interaction in
quantum dots.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l (a) The cyclotron resonant Irequency uj*+ due to the la-p+ hydrogenic transition
as a function of the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for 7 = 1.5. The
dash line is the result for u>*+ without Coulomb interaction and the dot line is the result for
w*+ without the polaron correction and Coulomb interaction (U>LO is the bulk LO-phonon
frequency. To = {ft/2m"wto)'1'1 is the polaron radius. 7 = i*>c/uix>, UJC = eB/cm').

Fig.l (b) The cyclotron resonant frequency ui'_ due to the ls-p" hydrogenic transition
as a function of the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for 7 = 1.5. The
dash line is the result for ui'_ without Coulomb interaction and the dot line is the result for
w*_ without the polaron correction and Couiomb interaction (wio is the bulk LO-phonon
frequency. r0 = (ft/2tn"u;;,o)1''1 is the polaron radius. 7 = WC/U)LO, WC = eB/cm').

Fig-2 (a) The cyclotron resonant frequency u>*+ due to the ls-p+ hydrogenic transition
as a function of the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for three 7. The
solid line is the result for 7 = 1.5, the dash line is the result for 7 = 2.5 and the dot line
is the result for 7 = 2.0. (wto is the bulk LO-phonon frequency. r0 = (h/2m'u:Lo)l/2 is
the polaron radius. 7 = ur/u>£o, u)c = e.Rjan').

Fig.2 (b) The cyclotron resonant frequency u"_ due to the ls-p~ hydrogenic transition
as a function of the effective confinement length of the quantum dots for three 7. The
solid line is the result for 7 = 1.5, the dash line is the result for 7 = 2.5 and the dot line
is the result for 7 = 2.0. (u>io ls the bulk LO-phonon frequency. ra = (t/2m*u//j)1 '! is
the polaron radius. 7 = wc/wio, wc = eB/cm').

Fig.3 (a) The cyclotron resonant frequency ui"+ due to the ls-p+ hydrogenic transition
as a function of magnetic field strength (7) for two effective confinement lengths. The
solid line is the result for k/ra = 2.0 and the dash line is the result for lo/ro = 1-5. (&LO is

the bulk LO-phonon frequency. r0 = (h/2m'u>LOY^ is the polaron radius. 7 = uic/uiio,

Fig.3 (b) The cyclotron resonant frequency nj'_ due to the ls-p~ hydrogenic transition
as a function of magnetic field strength (7) for two effective confinement lengths. The
solid line is the result for la/r0 = 1.5 and the dash line is the result for lo/ro = 1.2. (U>LO is
the bulk LO-phonon frequency. r0 = (fi/2m'tjLO)1/2 is the polaron radius. 7 = {jcfuio,
uv = eB/cm").
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